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ABSTRACT

Online gaming community center is a venue for online gaming pengemar in Surabaya. This school aims to facilitate the gamers to play games, get info about the game, doing business as well as the marketing game for game developers. In addition, the online gaming community centers also provide gallery and exhibition hall for holding exhibitions and match game. Surabaya itself there is no special place that provides a place for game developers and sponsors to show off new games or hold an event, so this Online Game Community Center is where all activities related to the game, especially in Surabaya. Carrying the theme raknarok bring the building design is more telling about the game. Ragnarok itself is the world's first MMORPG game, Ragnarok is also the nation viking mythology that often became the basis for online games today. Online Game Community Center departing from the growing number of customers game consoles as well as in the area of Surabaya. The proliferation of online gaming center in Surabaya eliminate the impression of a special place to play games. Seeing the consumers are from teenagers to the bottom, then the selection aalah location where many consumers, the fatherly it is in the chase is an area school, college and downtown.